Abstract-Fabrication of sub-10 nm features is advantageous for continued improvement of plasmonic enhancement applications. This letter demonstrates a technique, called nanomasking, which can fabricate nanostructures and gaps below the resolution limit of the lithography technique used in the process: nanogaps that are less than 10 nm in width, and nanostructures with 15 nm widths. This method improves upon existing techniques for creating metallic features at this scale, and it is also scalable for mass production. Unique structures that can be fabricated with this technique have been optically investigated to provide evidence as to their potential plasmonic applications.
tructures; however, these techniques have limited geometrical control of the nanoscale features, and the colloidal particles can be difficult to accurately place on devices [8] . Other methods such as the nanoskiving [9] technique exist for simultaneously creating many features on the order of tens of nanometers [10] . Glancing/oblique angle deposition is another method capable of producing nanoscale features [11] , [12] .
In addition to fabricating nanostructures, techniques capable of creating sub-10 nm nanogaps have been developed. Electromigration [13] [14] [15] and mechanical break junctions [16] can produce nanoscale gaps, but are limited with nanoscale geometrical control. Focused ion beam milling [17] has accurate nanoscale control, but cannot fabricate multiple devices in parallel. The self-aligned technique [16] , [18] [19] [20] [21] has proven to have high nanoscale geometric control and is capable of massproducing nanoscale gaps in one dimension. This work has developed a technique that advances the self-aligned method in order to simultaneously produce both nanogaps and nanostructures well below the resolution limit of the lithographic process used, whereas the self-aligned technique has only produced nanogaps.
The use of metallic nanostructures for plasmonic enhancement applications has been well-documented [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Applications include improved surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy and single-molecule detection, improved absorption in photovoltaic devices, biosensing, thermoplasmonics and others [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Nanoscale gaps between structures have been shown to provide additional enhancement of incident light [16] , [18] [19] [20] , [35] , [36] . This is due to surface plasmons causing an increase in the local electric field strength within the nanogap. Thus, the ability to fabricate gaps and structures at this scale has become increasingly important for plasmonic applications. The resolution limit of existing lithography and other techniques makes it difficult to fabricate sufficiently small features for optical plasmonic experiments [36] [37] [38] . However, this new technique, called nanomasking [39] , can overcome these limitations and mass produce structures for plasmonic and other nanoscale applications.
II. METHODS
The advanced method, the nanomasking technique, can work with either EBL or photolithography and is scalable for mass-production of nanostructures. The steps of the fabrication method are illustrated in Fig. 1 . The left column (a i )-(e i ) shows a three-dimensional (3-D) view, and the center column (a ii )-(e ii ) shows a cross-sectional view. Fig. 1(f) shows the final result with the sub-lithography-limited structures labeled: both the nanogaps and nanostructures. The example in Fig 1 shows a concentric square design, but the technique is versatile and can be used for many other shapes and designs.
First, a structure is patterned either with EBL or photolithography. In this work, EBL is used with PMMA resist. Following development, electron beam evaporation deposits on a silicon substrate a Ti adhesion layer, followed by Au, and then Cr. Liftoff removes the remaining resist. Fig. 1(a) shows result of the first lithography step: the patterned gold structure on the Si wafer. An oxidized Cr layer is on top of the patterned Au structure.
Similar to the self-aligned technique, this Cr layer is one of the key steps of this technique. As the Cr oxidizes when it is exposed to air, it laterally expands forming a ledge that extends a few nanometers. The amount that the Cr layer expands over the edge of the Au layer is controlled by the deposited Cr thickness [18] . This overhang acts as a mask preventing metal from being deposited during the subsequent evaporation step.
The second pattern is exposed and developed as shown in Fig. 1(b) . It is designed so that it slightly overlaps the first structure. The overlapping region produces the final nanostructures. A second evaporation is then performed using the same parameters as in the first lithography step. The Cr nanomask prevents Au deposition underneath the areas where it was overhanging the first Au structures. If the second pattern is slightly larger (as in Fig. 1 ) or off-set from the first pattern, then true nanoscale features can be fabricated. After the second Au layer is evaporated, only nanoscale areas on the substrate receive material, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . Standard liftoff in acetone is performed to remove any metal that was deposited atop the resist; results of this step are shown in Fig 1(d) . Finally, a wet Cr etch removes all the Cr and the material above the Cr leaving the final device as shown in Fig. 1(e) . In the nanomasking approach, controlled overlap between a lithographically patterned region and the metal/Cr multilayer leads to simultaneous definition of both a nanogap (dimensionally controlled by the swelling of the oxidized Cr) and an adjacent metal nanostructure (dimensionally controlled by the overlap of the lithography with the previously patterned region). The results of this process are nanostructures and nanogaps that are below the traditional lithography limit (see Fig 1(f) ). This can be used for a variety of materials and for a variety of nanoscale applications; this letter will later review some optical enhancement effects with gold devices fabricated via this technique to be used for plasmonic applications.
III. RESULTS
Various devices with sub-20 nm nanostructures and sub-10 nm nanogaps were successfully fabricated with EBL and the nanomasking technique. A FEI XL30 environmental scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used for EBL and imaging, and a FEI Nova Nanolab 200 was used for high resolution SEM imaging. Fabrication results and device examples are shown in Fig. 2 . These results show the geometrical variations of this new technique. First, this method has fabricated a long continuous nanogap separating two electrodes as shown in Fig. 2(a) . This increases the plasmonic hotspot area by increasing the length of the gap separating two structures. It also contains gaps in 2-D: in the two planar dimensions of the substrate. Structures like this could also be beneficial for increasing the active region in electronic devices. The gap width has a median of 8.21 nm (see supplemental Figure S1 for gap width details). Fig. 2(b) shows overlapping nanowires in a grid pattern. Nanomasking in this way enables the production of many nanogaps across a large area, which means many plasmonic hotspots can potentially be excited across a large area. Moreover, this procedure can make many nanogaps even if the alignment is significantly off between the two lithography steps.
In addition to being able to fabricate multiple nanogaps and gaps in 2-D, nanostructures below the EBL limit were also produced. Fig. 2(c) and (d) shows the result of a concentric squares nanomasking fabrication process. This structure is the example illustrated in Fig. 1 . The nanogaps are on the order of 5 nm, with the outside Au structures on the order of 15 nm, while the particular EBL process flow used in this work to create the devices typically only produced structures down to 100 nm. Using the nanomasking technique in combination with a more precise lithography process could potentially fabricate even smaller nanostructures.
The roughness of the sidewalls of the gaps was inherent in the lithography process and has been shown to be beneficial for plasmonic devices with nanogaps by creating strong dark hybrid plasmonic modes for specific incident polarizations [20] . At this scale (tens of nanometers), most gold structures fabricated with EBL would have a similar side-wall roughness. Noting the scale of the SEM images, the roughness is only on the order of a few nanometers.
IV. ANALYSIS
The optical and plasmonic properties of a structure fabricated with the nanomasking technique has been modeled. Fig. 3 shows the results of a 3-D COMSOL simulation that has been developed to approximate the optical response of the concentric square structure seen in Fig. 2(d) . The dimensions of the nonperiodic model, illustrated in Fig. 3(a) , contain an inside width (w in ) of 500 nm, outside width (w out ) of ∼50 nm, and a gap of 5 nm. Gold material properties were applied to the metal sections of the concentric squares, while the gap and surrounding environment were given an effective medium of n eff = 1.25 to include the substrate effects of the surrounding environment [21] .
Electromagnetic radiation is incident on the device with the Poynting vector normal to the surface in the z-direction and polarized in the x-direction. The axis orientation is shown relative to figure (i). Fig. 3(b)-(f) shows the optical response of the device for different wavelengths of light, ranging from 500 to 900 nm at 100 nm intervals. The optical enhancement, (E/E 0 ) 2 , where E 0 is the incident field strength and E is the field near the structures, is plotted in the color maps (i)-(iii), and view (i) shows the z-plane. The strongest optical enhancement (shown in dark red) occurs between the two concentric squares, inside of the 5 nm gap of air. The 2-D "slices" seen in Fig. 3 (ii) and (iii) display the optical enhancement within the gap of the device: (ii) views the nanogap in the x-plane and (iii) views the nanogaps in the y-plane. The light is always polarized in x, so it is polarized transverse to the gap in (ii) and along the gap in (iii) since the gaps are orthogonal to each other.
It was observed that the optical response changes within the gaps depending on the light polarization direction. For the wavelengths of 500, 600, and 700 nm, the strongest enhancement was produced when the electric field was polarized transverse to the gap. However, for the 800 nm wavelength, the strongest enhancement was for a polarization longitudinal to the gap. There was approximately equal enhancement for both gaps orientations at 900 nm. This shows the polarization dependence of the plasmonic optical enhancement. For the specified dimensions, maximum optical enhancement ranged from 13 at an incident wavelength of 500 to 2137 nm at the 900 nm incident wavelength. These results also show wavelength dependent results of the plasmonic response. Adjusting the dimensions of the device can allow for control over the optical response to different wavelengths of light, which can be tuned for maximum overall near-field enhancement. These models assumed no surface roughness. The surface roughness on the real devices can further improve the plasmonic enhancement as shown in [20] . These results validate the fact that the 5 nm wide by 500 nm long nanogaps create a hotspot enhancement region along the length of the gap.
V. CONCLUSION
A nanomasking fabrication technique has been developed which can create sub-10 nm features. This technique can massproduce many of these nanoscale devices. The method has various geometric control. Preliminary results demonstrated successful simultaneous fabrication of both gaps below 10 nm in width and nanostructures with dimensions below 20 nm. This is similar to the previously developed self-aligned technique, except that nanomasking can fabricate nanostructures and 2-D nanogaps, both of which are smaller than the lithography limits. The flexibility of the method has been demonstrated with long continuous gaps, 2-D gaps and structures, and patterns containing many gaps over a large area, as well as the ability to create nanostructures below the EBL resolution limit. The geometrical flexibility of this technique could prove beneficial for nanoscience applications. Optical simulations have demonstrated one potential application of these new structures; though there is potential use for this technique in many nanoscale areas: nanophotonics, nanoelectronics, and bionano applications. This method is also beneficial since it can fabricate these nanoscale devices on a chip to allow for integration into commercial electronics and other devices.
